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ABSTRACT

There are two main factors that affect a system of cracks behavior in rock’s massif in surrounding of
underground structures. Firstly, there is an over patching in configuration of constructions and as result changes
in stress-strain behavior of rock’s massif. And the second factor is decreasing of fracture toughness upon
influence of natural factors (atmosphere, groundwater and so on). In this study the model of cracks system
spread and various scenarios of this spread are considered.    
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Introduction

Description of cracks system BEHAVIOR: As base method of cracks system behavior description the
modified method of sections is used. In study Morozov, (1969) the ability of method of sections for estimation
of stress intensity factor was shown. In the given paper on the basis of the loading problem solution a body
with a crack in two-dimensional statement (with using of method of sections) the model for an estimation of
fissured rock massifs behavior is build. Let’s mark some aspects of application of the method of sections to
the description of behavior of a crack. Let’s select any part of considered body by section (which can be
polyline) so this section will be passed through the end of the crack. Then we write equilibrium condition for
external and internal forces, which act to the rest of the body. During getting of these conditions the
asymptotic expression for values of stresses in surrounding of crack tip was taken into account. The additives
effort arising at the tip of crack as result of stress increase is equal

  (1).
a

o
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Where the size a can be defined from condition, that the value σθ at r = a is equals to nominal stress. Thus,
the equilibrium condition is reduced that effort, which not transmitted through the line of considered crack,
is indemnified by additive effort from stress concentration near the crack tip.

To get the general equation for stress intensity factor in case of arbitrary (plane) cracks system some
examples were considered. First example was directly taken from Morozov, (1969). As it was marked above,
the section can be polyline, and it can contain any quantity of cracks, therefore, not upsetting a generality, we
can consider a condition of an infinite plane with two cracks, arranged along true axis. Let’s lengths of cracks
are accordingly 2l1 and 2l2. The plane with cracks is in equilibrium conditions. The tensile stress p is directed
perpendicularly lines of cracks. We are drawing section along this line and we are writing equilibrium
condition separately for each half of cracks. For external tips of cracks we have Morozov, (1969).
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From here we receive, that the stress intensity factors are equal:
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For internal tips of cracks
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Stress intensity factor depends on distance c between internal tips of cracks. Let                . Values a1 and1 2с а а 

a2 is obtained from condition                 or                               . So, we get what    1 2      1 21 22 2K a K a 

                   . Thus the stress intensity factors are equal: 1 1 1 2a cl l l 
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The cracks appear independent from each other, if distance between cracks is great, namely.                 1 2 2с l l 

Thereof the area of considered body, on a state of stress by which one influences a crack is enough small.
Though this method looks like very simple in Morozov, (1969), the good correlation between this method and
exact solution Panasyuc, (1968) was shown. 

Next example considers behavior of two parallel cracks located on miscellaneous straight lines, in a field
of constant pulling stress.

Let's draw section through both cracks

                                         
Fig. 1: Principal scheme for Example 2

Equilibrium condition for internal tips of cracks in this example is the same as in the previous example.
Let as the previous example c=a1+a2 is the distance between internal  tips  of cracks. Values a1 and a2 are

obtained from condition               or                                                 . Where        is    1 2          1 21 22 2K f a K f a       f 

dimensionless function of angle q, which is equal:
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Further we receive similar expression for                     . Thus the stress intensity factors for internal 1 1 1 2a cl l l 

tips of cracks are equal (after substitution a1 and a2 in an equilibrium condition):
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Third example considered behavior of two cracks of arbitrary orientation in a field of tensile stress. 
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Fig. 2: Principal scheme for Example 3

The equilibrium conditions for internal tips of cracks look like analogical ones from previous example:
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Performing similar calculations following relations is received stress intensity factor:
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For a system from two cracks in a deformed body the relations for stress intensity factor are obtained: 

                             , where parameter F depends only on geometry of a system, and allowing    1 1 21 , , ,K p l F l l c  

limitations imposed on application of method of sections, this parameter is more than 1. Passing to
consideration of a behavior of cracks system is logical to suspect, that the influence on a crack “i” to any 

crack “j” from  system, located on such distance from crack “i”, that inequality                 is executed, 1 2 2с l l 

it is possible to take into account by multiplying stress intensity factor by parameter Fij. And the parameters
Fij are calculated only for two cracks (skipping effect all remaining). Thus for each crack which belongs to
considered system can offer following expression for stress intensity factor:    
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Here r - effective parameter of cracking of considered area. The introduction of this parameter is dictated

by following reasons: the main idea of method of sections was the compilation of an equilibrium equation
between efforts not transmitted through a line of a crack and additional efforts arising in tips of a crack,
however if the considered area contains number of cracks, which one overlap this area in some levels. Under
such conditions will be possible to draw such section of relief surface, which one to exceed the geometrical
sizes of the most considered area (can even in some times). These reasons force to suspect, that at compilation
of equilibrium equation it is necessary to consider not a nominal effort transmitted through the surface of
crack, but some effective effort not transmitted through one crack. 

It is necessary to mark, that consideration of cracks system in rock massif requires taking into attention
the cracks spatial (three dimensional) configuration, so considered above examples are only demonstrative.
However, on the basis of these examples it is possible to make some important conclusions:

The method of sections gives a satisfactory estimation of stress intensity factors for systems of cracks in
case of close cracks spacing.
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For system of cracks we can consider a crack not as structural disturbance, and as two insulated stress
concentrator. System of cracks in this case represents a system of stress concentrators.

According to the second conclusion it is possible to suspect, that for the description of behavior of a crack
it is necessary to consider influence opposite tips of the same crack. However it is necessary to mark, that the
opposite tips are divided by a so-called “zone of weakness”, which are almost free from stresses. Consequently
influence of these tips to each other not essentially is watched.    

We attempt to conduct analogy of a method of section for a spatial case: let's consider disturbance of the
arbitrary form (only one proposal have place: two linear sizes of disturbance are much less than third length)
in an enough large body under loading of single-axis stress.

Let's draw section (plane) perpendicularly lines of action of load and we can make an equilibrium
equation, according to the fact, that the effort is arranged near tips of a crack in the field of restricted some
contour and outside of this contour stress is nominal. As value of stress intensity factor of a crack belonging
to the system does not depend on substantial distribution of stress in around both considered tip and
neighboring stress concentrators, therefore it is possible to consider this contour as a circle. 
Equilibrium condition of section in this case looks like:     

  (8)
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And value stress intensity factor accordingly 
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As the crack occupies the small area of considered section as contrasted to by area of own affected areas,
the system of cracks can be considered as set of symmetrical stress concentrators, and by virtue of this
symmetry the effect of concentrators against each other depends only on distance between their centers (by
analogy with a two-dimensional case).

So, the intensity of concentrators can be determined by following expression.    
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Here r - effective parameter of cracking of considered volume. Assuming homogeneous structure of cracks

system we can convert the equation (10) to following form.

 1
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Here r is parameter which describes the influence of cracks system general stress - strained behavior of
considered body. For the introduction of this parameter it is possible to list following reasons. Let's consider
a fissured body under single-axis stress. If considered body contains developed system of cracks, average stress
on boundary of any isolated areas can count equal to value of stress on boundary of all body (in this case r
equals 1). In case of developed cracks system, this one begin essentially to influence on stress behavior and
accordingly load not transmitted through a surface of each crack will decrease Zhuravkov and Pavlov, (2002)
(due to increasing of ρ). Also it is necessary to mark, that parameter r (so-called effective parameter of
cracking) depends not only on number of cracks in a unit volume, and also this one depends on average length
of cracks, orientation of cracks in space (concerning directions of external loading) and positional relationship
of cracks. However main value (assuming, that density of cracks is constant) influential on this parameter is
average length of cracks. So, for further reasoning we assume this parameter in following form.

 (12)  ,n
a al const l   

where n is constant, which dependents on structure of a considered system of cracks. 
Thus condition of cracks system in each time moment is described by three parameters la, p and fracture

toughness (Kc), which also generally depends on time (due to external factors - effect of atmosphere,
rheological processes etc.). Depending on a ratio of these parameters the system can be in noncritical (Kc >
K) or equilibrium state (Kc=K). At reaching by a crack system of equilibrium state three scenarios of its spread
are possible:

1. If system of cracks is not advanced enough (ρ =1) and due to increasing of external load (or decreasing
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of toughness) we have Kc=K,  the  further  growth  of  cracks will be avalanche to full destruction of 

considered areas since  0.aK l  

2. If system of cracks is enough advanced, parameter ρ begins to influence its behavior. However in a case
if n is less 1/2, after reaching equilibrium state again the spread of cracks will be unstable.

3. In case of a developed system of cracks (ρ > 1) and if parameter n is more then 1/2, the spread of a 

system will be stable since 0.aK l  

These conclusions can be correlated with results obtained in paper Galkina and Liberman, (1977), where
by a main parameter of stable/unstable growth the length of crack was assumed, however this assumption is
valid only in a case if we can suspect, that at stationary values external loading and invariable characteristics
of a material (toughness for instance) the system behavior remains invariable. However, actually cracks system
develops under all equal conditions. To describe this spread we can advert to paper Zhuravkov and Pavlov,
(2002) in which system of cracks was considered as set of structural disturbances of a final volume. Thus is
logical to assume, that the relation of these disturbances volume to all body volume is similar to concept of
“defectiveness” in sense Kachanov, (1958) (the main difference is that in Kachanov, (1958) the increase of
defectiveness contacted to increase of number microdefects, but here at constant quantity of these defects their
volume grows). And assuming average length of cracks as main parameter of this “defectiveness”, we can
write for it following equation (according to the Kachanov, (1958)):
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Function  W  depends on             and some other variable, which are essential to the given process. d a tV l V

However in the elementary case, the process of fracturing first of all depends on a level of stresses (that is
characteristic for geomaterials). Then (13) it is possible to copy by the way:
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Where A and k are scaling factors which is determined experimentally. Solving (14) for la we can receive
relation of length from time. However it is necessary to mark, that the equation (14) is meaningful noncritical
state of cracks system or in case of stable spread of cracks system (that generally is similarly since at stable
spread increase are length of cracks results in increases of parameter ρ, that in most cases will cause
decreasing of stress intensity factor and transition in noncritical state).

Conclusion:
Scenarios of cracks systems spread:

Let's assume, that in some time moment current condition of considered area loading essentially changes.
Also system of cracks begins to spread. The following scenarios of its spread are possible:
1. At constant one-axis stress and ρ =1 (the system consists of the small dispersed cracks) system develops

according to an equation (14). If equation Kc=K would be hold due to growth of average length of cracks,
then avalanche destruction of considered body happens.

2. The analogical result can be got even at small stress and practically fixed system of cracks, as a result
of lowering effective fracture toughness (Kc).

3. Let’s assume, that the fracture toughness is constant, and the external load is small enough, in such
conditions the system of cracks can develop (according to the equation (14)), not reaching critical values
of stress intensity factor, down to that moment, when parameter r becomes more 1. In this case even the
increase of an external load will not cause avalanche fracture (after reaching equilibrium states system of
cracks will develop stable down to division of a body on a part. 
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